INTRODUCTION
============

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) use microarrays of oligonucleotide probes to identify associations between single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and a given phenotype. DNA is digested by restriction enzymes into restriction fragments of hundreds of bases, marked with fluorescent bases and hybridized on microarrays containing millions of oligonucleotidic probes that are complementary to the SNP\'s flanking sequences. When a given variant of a SNP is present, the restriction fragment containing it will hybridize on the corresponding probe through the complementarity of the probe and the SNP\'s flanking sequence, and the variant will be detectable by its fluorecence signal. In theory, a sequence variant with an effect on the phenotype should be located in the region surrounding the identified SNPs. Currently, the interpretation of GWAS is focused on the exploration of these regions ([@gks169-B1]). In some cases, this strategy has allowed for the discovery of the underlying molecular mechanism of a phenotype or disease ([@gks169-B2]). However, many SNPs identified to date have not provided physiological insights ([@gks169-B1],[@gks169-B3]). Because these SNPs have been identified with a high level of statistical significance and often have been validated by independent replication studies ([@gks169-B1]), we believe that they correspond to true differences in the DNA samples used for analysis, and we sought for different reasons for a statistical link between a SNP and a phenotype.

One possible explanation is that we cannot yet comprehend the biological function of the variants we detect. In a recent study, the genetic variations causing the association of a locus with a chronic renal disease was discovered only years after the locus was identified by GWAS ([@gks169-B4]).

Another and more troublesome possibility is that the SNP microarray technique used for GWAS systematically associates a phenotype with an irrelevant locus, distant from the genetic sequence(s) responsible for the phenotype. This would mean that variations in DNA, although spatially unrelated to the SNP, can alter its corresponding signal on a microarray.

Genetic differences between sexes (i.e. the presence of a Y or a second X chromosome) present the possibility of an experimental design to investigate the effect of a defined chromosome on the whole SNP microarray results, including results concerning autosomes that 'should not' be altered by differences of sex. Therefore, we performed a GWAS on control patients from available data sets, searching for autosomal SNPs associated with sex status that would not be found if the probes on the array are really specific.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Data sets
---------

Five different data sets from previous publications were used. Data set 1 was obtained from 161 control subjects (45 male and 116 female subjects) using the Illumina Quad v3 370 k microarray ([@gks169-B5]). Data set 2 was obtained from 126 control subjects (64 male and 62 female subjects) using the Affymetrix 500 k array ([@gks169-B6]). Data set 3 was obtained from the HapMap CEU phase 2 and included 90 subjects (44 male and 46 female subjects). Data set 4 was obtained from the HapMap CEU phase 3 and included 165 subjects (80 male and 85 female subjects) ([@gks169-B7]). Data set 5 was obtained from 100 control subjects (50 male and 50 female subjects) using an Affymetrix 6.0 microarray ([@gks169-B8]).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Associations and correlations were considered statistically significant when the *P*-value was \<10^−7^. No filters were set for Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium, minor allele frequency, or no-call rate, as our study uses sex difference to study the effect of sex chromosome variations, which do not follow the same distribution as autosomes. For the analysis of Data sets 1 through 4, we performed association test on sex using the PLINK whole genome association analysis toolset (Purcell, PLINK v1.07, <http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/>) ([@gks169-B9]). For the analysis of Data set 5, we compared the probe intensities in men versus women using a two-sided *t*-test with the MutiTtest function of the ClassComparison package for the R software (Coombes, htpp://bioinformatics.mdanderson.org/OOMPA, Team, R Development Core, <http://www.R-project.org/>). Next, we calculated the average intensity value for the most reproducible SNPs (intensity values of replicate probes of a SNP showing a correlation with *r* \> 0.7 and *P* \< 10^−9^ by Pearson\'s linear correlation test) and analyzed the correlation between these 46 SNPs\' average probe intensity ratios in female subjects using a Pearson\'s linear correlation test with the two-sided correlation test function of *R*.

Sequence alignments
-------------------

The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) ([@gks169-B10]) was used to search for sequence alignments on the human genome in the NCBI build 37.2. For short sequences (probes), the search parameters were set to default for the BlastN algorithm except a word size of 15, an expect threshold of 0.05, and no filter for low complexity and species-specific repeats. For larger sequences (restriction fragments), the search parameters were set to default for the megablast algorithm except a word size of 20 and an expect threshold of 0.05.

Identification of studies with false results
--------------------------------------------

We performed a literature-wide search for GWAS that identified the genes neighboring the SNPs. We searched PubMed and the Gwascatalog ([www.genome.gov/gwastudies](www.genome.gov/gwastudies), accessed 1 December 2011) for genes neighboring the gender-associated SNPs. We picked a few studies for which the precise data needed to check the hypothesis of a sex-related bias were available to us, and we analyzed the data in detail.

RESULTS
=======

Sex modifies the results for autosomal SNPs in microarrays
----------------------------------------------------------

We performed a genome-wide association study on sex in four independent data sets. All data were from control subjects. The data were obtained using the following technologies: an Affymetrix 500 k microarray, an Illumina 370 k microarray, and HapMap CEU phase 2 and phase 3 genotypes. In all four data sets, we found SNPs that were allegedly located on autosomes but that exhibited significantly different genotype frequencies in men and women. These results are detailed in [Table 1](#gks169-T1){ref-type="table"}. When the analysis was restricted to highly statistically significant SNPs (*P* \< 10^−7^), we were still able to identify six SNPs from the Affymetrix 500 k array and six SNPs from the Illumina 370 k array that were located on autosomes and associated with sex. The analysis of the HapMap data yielded 35 and 17 SNPs from the HapMap phase 2 and HapMap phase 3 genotypes, respectively. Interestingly, one locus was associated with sex in all the data sets (near the TPTE2 gene), and four other loci were found in at least two datatsets (near the WWC2/CDKN2AIP, ADAMTSL3/UBE2QP1, PPP1R12B and PTGER4 genes). Table 1.SNPs with genotypes significantly associated with gender according to various platformsrsID*ChromosomePosition*GenesSNPOdds ratio (female/male)*P*-value**Affymetrix 500 k**    rs48621884184730519WWC2/CDKN2AIPT/C07.775 × 10^−20^    rs28803011318998534**TPTE2/MPHOSPH8**T/C08.685 × 10^−20^    rs38830131582889661**ADAMTSL3/ZSCAN2/UBE2QP1**C/T08.685 × 10^−20^    rs38830111582889398**ADAMTSL3/ZSCAN2/UBE2QP1**G/C01.368 × 10^−19^    rs38830141582889733**ADAMTSL3/ZSCAN2/UBE2QP1**C/G01.527 × 10^−19^    rs22282761963271452ZNF 773/ZNF135T/C37.39.515 × 10^−08^**Illumina 370 k**    rs127343381200736346**PPP1R12B**C/T03.57 × 10^−31^    rs38819531200794644**PPP1R12B**A/G04.26 × 10^−31^    rs38172221200731383**PPP1R12B**T/C01.02 × 10^−30^    rs127434011200743271**PPP1R12B**C/T01.02 × 10^−30^    rs34868670540273600PTGER4C/T01.53 × 10^−30^    rs24510781318996289**TPTE2**G/C0.031118.56 × 10 ^−25^**Hapmap CEU v2**    rs15565571241046639RSL24D1P4, LOC10012A/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs38172271200731465**PPP1R12B**G/A06.06 × 10^−15^    rs40846391200776787**PPP1R12B**C/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs10914658133303337AK2A, ADCA/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs127340011200657537**PPP1R12B**T/C06.06 × 10^−15^    rs127391531241049487RSL24D1P4, LOC10012T/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs127414151200741397**PPP1R12B**A/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs173190101222156006ACTBP11, CIPC5C/A06.06 × 10^−15^    rs17802433294901357TEKT4T/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs48621884184592364LOC100127981, CDKN2AIPT/C06.06 × 10^−15^    rs29992001318887941**TPTE2**T/C06.06 × 10^−15^    rs38830111582889398**UBE2Q2P1**C/G06.06 × 10^−15^    rs38830131582889661**UBE2Q2P1**C/T06.06 × 10^−15^    rs173010211582613080**ADAMTSL3**G/C06.06 × 10^−15^    rs25023441241137354LOC100129949, LOC100420263A/G06.81 × 10^−15^    rs127343381200736346**PPP1R12B**C/T06.81 × 10^−15^    rs38830141582889733**UBE2Q2P1**G/C06.81 × 10^−15^    rs38819531200794644**PPP1R12B**A/G07.67 × 10^−15^    rs17785961143702635**PDE4DIP**A/T08.66 × 10^−15^    rs127434011200743271**PPP1R12B**C/T08.66 × 10^−15^    rs28803011318998534**TPTE2**T/C01.06 × 10^−14^    rs38471247137842064TRIM24G/A01.53 × 10^−14^    rs11166266199771825LPPR4, PALMDT/C01.87 × 10^−14^    rs127233571241185135LOC100129949, LOC100420263C/T01.87 × 10^−14^    rs30133981241209589LOC100129949, LOC100420263T/C878.60 × 10^−14^    rs2390647191130771LOC100505821, ZNF644C/T∞9.65 × 10^−14^    rs17042395316568435**RFTN1**G/A0.011491.09 × 10^−13^    rs123728181346581126HT2RAA/G0.022221.93 × 10^−13^    rs3518812062314104MYT1T/C0.022222.19 × 10^−13^    rs6820128491700109FAM190AA/G01.13 × 10^−12^    rs116674961923750678RPSAP58G/A0.012661.45 × 10^−12^    rs4860568464690977TECRLA/G0.012992.03 × 10^−12^    rs9881157335626953ARPP21C/A0.025641.92 × 10^−11^    rs4685345316585452**RFTN1**G/C0.0996.16 × 10^−10^    rs6803924316592069**RFTN1**G/C0.097021.51 × 10^−09^**Hapmap CEU v3**    rs34868670540273600PTGER4C/T03.631 × 10^−26^    rs4737118843533172**POTEA**G/A03.631 × 10^−26^    rs127434011200743271**PPP1R12B**C/T04.603 × 10^−26^    rs1221455162991748SERPINB8P1C/T05.635 × 10^−26^    rs36019094540273131PTGER4A/C08.188 × 10^−26^    rs7808552763066168VN1R36P, LOC100419780G/A09.278 × 10^−26^    rs38172221200731383**PPP1R12B**T/C09.839 × 10^−26^    rs39945331582882831**ADAMTSL3, UBE2Q2P1**T/C09.839 × 10^−26^    rs28803011318998534**TPTE2**T/C01.359 × 10^−25^    rs127414151200741397**PPP1R12B**A/G01.763 × 10^−25^    rs6944297763937080ZNF138, LOC168474T/G02.458 × 10^−25^    rs68361444119595470LOC100128177, LOC100420037A/C∞5.355 × 10^−25^    rs15565571241046639RSL24D1P4, LOC100129949A/G0.0062111.77 × 10^−24^    rs7039117997097001FANCCC/T0.0066172.553 × 10^−23^    rs6917603630125050ETF1P1, C6Orf12C/T0.05596.801 × 10^−20^    rs9636470287947576LOC730268, LOC100419917G/A3.5693.869 × 10^−08^    rs116351601582607789**ADAMTSL3, UBE2Q2P1**A/G0.28057.955 × 10^−08^[^1]

Replicated sequences in autosomes and sex chromosomes explain the effect of sex on autosomal SNPs
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because Mendelian principles of allelic transmission do not explain the association of autosomal loci with sex, we investigated whether nucleotide sequences on sex chromosomes could hybridize to the oligonucleotide probes of autosomal SNPs in various microarrays. Analysis of 28 of the SNP-flanking sequences (i.e. one for each autosomal locus we had found associated with sex in the first step) using the BLAST revealed that 21 of the 28 probes shared total or partial homology with sequences on the Y or X chromosome. All alignments of the SNP-flanking sequences and their locations on the genome can be found in [Supplementary Data sets S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1) and [S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1). [Figure 1](#gks169-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the sequence alignment of a representative SNP-flanking sequence with an autosomal target sequence and with the homolog on a sex chromosome. We picked 28 random SNPs among those who were not found to be associated with sex and used them as control. The BLAST alignment showed that 26 of 28 SNPs had flanking sequences fully specific of their theoretical location, one had one homology on another autosome, and only 1 of 28 had many weak homologies on other chromosomes including chromosome X ([Supplementary Data set S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1)). We then aligned all probes\' flanking sequences from Data sets 1 and 2 on the chromosome X and Y sequence, and the association of autosomal SNPs with sex versus homologies on sex chromosomes is represented in [Figure 2](#gks169-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1). When comparing Chi square statistics of probes with homologies versus probes with no homologies on sex chromosomes, we found that some groups of probes with high homologies on sex chromosomes had a significantly higher association to sex. Interestingly, in Data set 2 ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1)), this was still true after exclusion of all SNPs showing an association to sex after Bonferroni correction. Figure 1.BLAST alignment analysis of the flanking sequence of a sex-associated SNP (rs12372818 on chromosome 13). Two homologous sequences are present on the Y chromosome (and one on chromosome 3). The presence of the 'A' variant on chromosome Y is responsible for a higher frequency of the minor allele in males. Figure 2.Sex-association score (Chi square statistics) versus the homology score (BLAST raw score) in data set 1 (Illumina 370 k). For each level of homology, mean diamonds with 95% confidence interval. \*\**P* \< 0.0001 versus no homology (0).

The 7 other SNPs did not exhibit such strong homology between their flanking sequences and sex chromosome sequences. We therefore investigated the possibility that a competition would occurr between restriction fragments from the sex chromosomes and autosomal restriction fragments, with respect to hybridization of the oligonucleotide probe.

We used BLAST to search the entire genome for sequences exhibiting homology within the larger region corresponding to the restriction fragment containing the SNP. We found that the restriction fragments from four of the seven SNPs associated with sex had homologous sequences located on the sex chromosomes. All alignments of the SNP-flanking regions and their locations can be found in [Supplementary Data sets S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1) and [S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1). [Supplementary Data set S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1) shows the alignment of a representative SNP restriction fragment with sex DNA.

Schematics of the two mechanisms that we have identified as possibly biasing SNP association results are presented in [Figure 3](#gks169-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 3.Schematic view of the hybridization of DNA to a microarray probe. Three possibilities include theoretical hybridization, rogue hybridization with a homolog, and bulk hybridization of genomic DNA that sequesters the restriction fragment away from the probe. (1) Hybridization of the target sequence with the probe, according to theory. (2) Hybridization of a sex chromosome sequence with the probe of a homologous autosomal SNP, competing with the theoretical autosomal restriction fragment. (3) Hybridization of a sex chromosome restriction fragment with an autosomal SNP restriction fragment, competing with the microarrays\' oligonucleotide probe. (4) Oligonucleotide probes for sex chromosomes' SNPs hybridize with the same restriction fragment as probes for autosomal SNPs and are thus statistically correlated.

The study of probe intensities increases sensitivity in the search for SNP interference
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because no strong sex chromosome homology was found for some SNPs, and because we found that homologies often were present on other autosomes, we suspected that weaker and/or repeated homologies might be sufficient to influence microarray results for some SNPs. To verify this hypothesis and because we were surprised that some loci were associated with sex in some data set and not in others, we decided to use a fifth data set for a more refined analysis.

This time, we analyzed the probe intensity values (rather than the genotype) in relation to the sex status on a fifth data set (Affymetrix 6.0). We found that 126 autosomal SNPs were significantly influenced by sex status ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1)). Remarkably, this intensity-based approach (studying a continuous variable) proved to be very powerful for detecting the influence of sex on these SNPs, as it allowed the identification of twice as many loci from only one data set as had been identified in four different data sets using the genotype-based approach. In addition, these results corroborated the results obtained by comparing genotypes (33 of 64 SNPs identified by the genotype-based approach were located in regions identified by the intensity-based approach). This confirms that most of the associations we observed were neither fortuitous nor specific to a single microarray technology but were relevant to all SNP microarrays.

However, one SNP near PTGER4 was found to be strongly associated with sex in the Illumina data set (*P* = 1.53 × 10^−30^), but it was far from significant in the 225 SNPs neighboring PTGER4 in the Affymetrix 6.0 data set ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1)), indicating that the association with sex status was restricted to a single SNP, not the entire locus.

A literature-wide search for these loci allowed to detect and correct errors because of a sex-related bias
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We searched for published genotyping studies that had reported the identification of loci containing sex-dependent SNPs. We found that the *post hoc* verification of genotyping analysis often was impossible (because of difficulties in getting access to the raw data). Another difficulty stems from the frequent use of imputation to create virtual SNPs from other nearby SNPs, e.g. to merge data from various microarray platforms. This means that a SNP with a flanking sequence duplicated in the genome can be imputed to a virtual SNP with a unique flanking sequence. However, we were able to select three studies in which cryptic duplications of SNP flanking sequences on a sex chromosome have led to the publication of erroneous results:

### Study 1

A PPP1R12B allele was found to be preferentially transmitted from parents to offspring, a phenomenon that is called 'transmission distortion' by the authors ([@gks169-B11]). They note that a SNP near PPP1R12B has an unexpectedly high frequency of heterozygotes when it is transmitted from male parents. In the light of our data showing that PPP1R12B lies in a region duplicated in the Y chromosome causing the SNPs near PPP1R12B to be biased by sex, it is more likely because of the transmission of a 'third PPP1R12B allele' on the Y chromosome from father to son.

### Study 2

A SNP near TPTE2 was found to be associated with the presence of hepatocarcinoma in patients with liver cirrhosis ([@gks169-B8]). This association was in fact due to an homology of TPTE2 region on the Y chromosome and a sex ratio of 3.4 in hepatocarcinoma versus 1.3 in liver cirrhosis ([@gks169-B12]). The authors removed TPTE2 from their results after our letter ([@gks169-B13]).

### Study 3

A locus near PTGER4 was found to be associated with multiple sclerosis in a meta-analysis ([@gks169-B14]). We have found the association of a SNP near PTGER4 with sex in Illumina (because of a sequence homology on the Y chromosome) but not in Affymetrix microarray (c.f. text above, [Table 1](#gks169-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Data set S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1)). This meta-analysis used Illumina data in 37% of the 2624 cases and only 12% of the 7220 controls, indicating that the proportion of males tested on Illumina platform (i.e. subject to the sex-related bias toward PTGER4) was larger in cases than in controls (10 versus 3%). The virtual SNP rs6896969 (obtained by imputation after merging Affymetrix and Illumina data) near PTGER4 was associated (without correction on sex and cohort of origin) with the disease with *P* = 10^−7^. The authors, because of a strong preponderance of women, performed a second analysis using sex and cohort of origin as covariates to identify additional suceptibility loci for the disease. They publish in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1), but do not comment, that the association of rs6896969 with the disease loses genome-wide significance (*P* = 10^−2^). By joining their analysis (unadjusted on sex and cohort of origin) with the replication analysis, they find a significant association of PTGER4 with the disease, a result they highlight in their conclusion. We think this association is due to the bias we describe here and has no physiopathological significance.

Replicated sequences modify the results of SNPs regardless of sex
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked whether replication of an autosomal sequence containing a SNP on another autosome could influence the microarray result concerning that SNP. This is especially important as the filters usually used on the data set (e.g. Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium, no-call rate) would be less likely to eliminate SNPs with interautosomal homologies than SNPs with homologies on sex chromosomes. As these replicated sequences could be present anywhere in the genome, it would take ∼5 × 10^11^ correlation calculations to investigate all possible combinations. This analysis would require both more computational power than we have and more patients to achieve the statistical power required to take the necessary multiple test correction into account ([@gks169-B15]). Instead, we chose to study the correlation of autosomal SNPs that were associated with sex in the first step of our study. We chose to study these SNPs in women, as they have two X chromosomes and, thus, a SNP distribution similar to autosomes. This provided us with a model of interautosomal SNP correlation in which we had only a handful of SNPs to test, preselected for their high probability to beeing influenced by chromosome X. We looked for significant correlations between a selection of 46 autosomal SNPs we had found to be influenced by gender status and any of the SNPs located on the X chromosome. We found that 31 autosomal SNPs (67%) were significantly correlated with at least one (but up to 10^3^) SNPs on the X chromosome ([Supplementary Data set S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks169/DC1)). We used BLAST to search for alignment of the X chromosome with either the sequences of the autosomal SNPs' probes or the SNPs' restriction fragments. Thus, we identified repetitive homologies in loci from the X chromosome in locations where we had found SNPs with significant correlations with autosomal SNPs. Interestingly, we found that some SNPs could be significantly correlated even when only short homologous sequences were involved ([Table 2](#gks169-T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Example on SNP rs13269433 of convergent approaches using BLAST sequence alignment to identify interautosomal SNP homologies and a correlation test to identify interdependent SNPsrs13269433, chromosome 8, near MFHAS1Flanking sequence: ATATATATCAGCCAGA\[T/C\]GTGCCACGTGAGCCTGBlast hitsAlignmentPosition on chromosome XrsIDCorrelation (*r*)Correlation (*P*)Haloacid dehalogenoase-like hydrolase domain-containing proteinATATATATCAGCCA245274rs12007101−0.791.37 × 10^−11^rs59344770.745.94 × 10^−10^Mastermind-like domain-containing protein 1TGCCACGTGAGCCT551801rs6649480−0.747.47 × 10^−10^rs9723770−0.781.86 × 10^−11^rs5925461−0.749.30 × 10^−10^rs5970516−0.859.54 × 10^−15^rs59254820.824.56 × 10^−13^Kelch-like protein 13TATATCAGCCAGA777982rs104654280.753.37 × 10^−10^rs7885432−0.805.59 × 10^−12^rs24659410.804.66 × 10^−12^rs21066830.761.34 × 10^−10^Neuroligin-4. X-linked precursorATATATATCAGCCA922956rs172190440.755.18 × 10^−10^rs361223470.762.13 × 10^−10^rs16983683−0.804.95 × 10^−12^rs59617380.841.75 × 10^−14^rs12844412−0.761.15 × 10^−10^rs78814120.754.01 × 10^−10^rs101274110.804.35 × 10^−12^DDB1- and CUL4-sassociated factor 12-like protein 1ATATATCAGCCAGA1369645rs5929972−0.801.95 × 10^−12^rs7065014−0.749.58 × 10^−10^rs201647−0.779.61 × 10^−11^rs16012260.831.57 × 10^−13^rs169976890.804.09 × 10^−12^PAS domain-containing protein 1ATATATATCAGC1588059rs169959840.782.18 × 10^−11^rs70516780.745.78 × 10^−10^rs59246630.782.56 × 10^−11^Gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor subunit alpha 3 precursorTATATATCAGCCA2591595rs7057635−0.754.41 × 10^−10^rs44468800.752.88 × 10^−10^Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2TATATATCAGCCA4384225rs169871310.753.69 × 10^−10^Nance--Horan syndrome protein isoform 1CCACGTGAGCCTG9035432rs78874500.804.72 × 10^−12^rs6632979−0.761.09 × 10^−10^rs74731910.831.06 × 10^−13^rs6527811−0.811.14 × 10^−12^DystrophinTATATATCAGCCA24534293rs169896760.778.99 × 10^−11^rs16989902−0.776.69 × 10^−11^rs11586290.752.40 × 10^−10^rs13566190.753.07 × 10^−10^rs1518519−0.823.63 × 10^−13^rs7887670−0.748.15 × 10^−10^Melanoma-associated antigen B16TGCCACGTGAGCCT27045018rs66323590.801.26 × 10^−12^Zinc finger protein 92 homologTGCCACGTGAGC152706248rs2980024−0.791.28 × 10^−11^[^2]

DISCUSSION
==========

Since the first GWAS using SNP microarrays, the reality of discoveries using this method has been the subject of intense debate ([@gks169-B2],[@gks169-B16]). Although such an unbiased, systematic genome-wide approach is very appealing, technically, this approach consists in looking for a needle in a haystack without knowing what the needle looks like. Here, we found that SNP microarrays, although they varied in design and were performed on different individuals, yield reproducible information that correspond to true biological properties. Our independent association studies on gender repeatedly highlighted SNPs related to the sex chromosomes by sequence homology. However, our findings also demonstrate that, to date, technical flaws pertaining to SNP microarrays have occurred, affecting the information that they are designed to retrieve. Although it can be expected that the association of a SNP with a given phenotype will reflect a molecular mechanism involving the single genomic region surrounding that very SNP, it actually integrates many interactions between more-or-less homologous sequences also subject to variations but without any relevance with respect to the studied locus. Our results show that, in four separate data sets obtained from various genotyping platforms, some SNPs systematically give spurious results. Although these homologous sequences are easily detectable when they are located on sex chromosomes, they are not systematically eliminated, which exposes to the posiibility of misleading findings. We have verified that our results have practical applications in GWAS, showing that this bias has led the authors of these studies to identify statistical associations of SNPs with a phenotype with no underlying biological relevance ([@gks169-B8],[@gks169-B11],[@gks169-B14]).

We also demonstrate that homologies between two autosomal regions cause errors that may be both more frequent and more cryptic. Thus, extending our findings on sex chromosomes to the whole genome should detect other yet unrecognized homologies. Overall, the conditions of our analysis, which was performed on a limited number of subjects and investigated effects because of sex chromosomes only, suggest that the actual number of SNPs that confer a bias and jeopardize the interpretation of the results might be much greater.

The presence of artifactual results in microarrays has been predicted in previous publications. In Musumeci\'s *in silico* study, the presence of duplicated sequences with a single nucleotide difference was estimated to represent 8.3% of all SNPs from the dbSNP database ([@gks169-B17]). The authors argued that these duplicated sequences polluted microarrays with SNPs that could never be associated with the studied phenotype. In a more recent study, Doron and Shweiki ([@gks169-B18]) show that 11.9% of Hapmap SNPs align to the genome non-uniquely (30 nt\'s upstream and downstream to SNP position). They suggest that the SNP uniqueness problem is a potentially massive bias in genotyping analysis. Here, we show that it indeed leads to false-positive associations. We show that replicated sequences actually can be responsible for the identification of false associations. Furthermore, we show that even weak homologies can modify the microarray results. These data corroborate the experimental results of Eklund, who showed that even weak similarities are sufficient to bias microarray probes when 10% of hemoglobin cDNA is added to the chip ([@gks169-B19]). In our study, we use a genome-wide approach, focusing our study on microarray data. However, the bias we discovered is not specific to microarray technology but could occur in other types of genotyping study.

The genome is known to be rich in repetitive sequences ([@gks169-B20]). Most of these sequences are considered to be 'junk DNA' because they have no functional promoter regions and are not expressed. Sex chromosomes contain large amounts of these repetitive sequences ([@gks169-B21; @gks169-B22; @gks169-B23]). The telomeric regions are especially rich in repetitive sequences and are especially prone to neomutation ([@gks169-B24]). Thus, a special attention should be paid to these repetitive sequences when studying a pathological trait ([@gks169-B24]), and duplications should be taken into consideration when interpreting GWAS.

Studying genotypes can point at true statistically relevant association between marker and traits, which cannot be sorted out by increasing sample sizes ([@gks169-B25]). Our study shows that cryptic sequence duplication can cause such indirect association between markers and traits, but we believe that our results may help microarray constructors and bioinformatics specialists to improve the design of array chips and the processing of their results to make GWAS more reliable. SNPs with flanking sequences that are not specific to a single genomic region should be replaced every time a SNP with specific flanking sequences exists within the same region ([@gks169-B17],[@gks169-B18]). At minimum, microarray constructors should clearly mention this ambiguity in their annotation file. Our guess is that the SNPs have not been updated since the completion of human genome sequencing ([@gks169-B26]), and the selection of these misleading SNPs might have promoted their high level of apparent heterozygosis. As sequence duplication are frequent in the genome, the risk of including a SNP with duplicated flanking sequence is high ([@gks169-B17],[@gks169-B18]). Lastly, it might be that some of these duplications did not exist in the populations where the SNPs were first reported. The discrepancy we found between the Illumina and Affymetrix microarrays concerning the PTGER4 bias not only indicates that the bias 'can' be avoided, at least in some cases, but also stresses the difficulty of pooling data obtained from various microarray platforms.

In the meantime, we recommend that the interpretation of previous and future GWAS be reconsidered in light of our findings. Errors in GWAS results caused by repetitive sequences can be avoided by several means. The usual exclusion tests (no-call SNPs, SNPs with low minor allele frequency, and SNPs not matching Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium) are useful, but applying them more strictly might eliminate SNPs that are strongly influenced by natural selection ([@gks169-B27]). Instead, we suggest three steps that provide more confidence in the results without excluding SNPs from the analysis. First, stratification based on sex and on the platform used for genotyping should be performed systematically, even if it could diminish the statistical power of the analysis ([@gks169-B27],[@gks169-B28]). Second, the specificity of all identified SNP sequences should be systematically checked. This should include a genome-wide alignment of the SNP-flanking sequences and of the restriction fragments. If significant homologies are found in other genomic regions, these should be considered as susceptibility loci as well. However, we found that, in some cases, the effect of replicated sequences on SNP results is difficult to predict by sequence alignment, especially when the homologies are weak. Third, the full sequencing of the susceptibility loci associated with one SNP should help identify which of the replicated sequences is truly associated with the phenotype.

In sum, our findings underscore the need for a very thoughtful analysis of SNPs associated with a phenotype to discriminate misleading data devoid of any biological relevance. We would like to stress that the raw data from previously published studies should be available to the scientific community. In practice, external access to data for verification purposes is difficult, delayed and sometimes denied (although data are duly referenced in the dbGAP database) ([@gks169-B29],[@gks169-B30]). We urge authors who have reported strong statistical associations of SNPs with diseases to perform a secondary analysis. Some SNPs that are not surrounded by any relevant gene with respect to a specific disease may have been selected because of their duplication on sex chromosomes or even on autosomes.
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[^1]: In bold are the SNPs that also were identified in an Affymetrix 6.0 data set by directly comparing probe intensities.

[^2]: From left to right, for each line, the gene nearest to BLAST hit (region of homology to rs13269433 on chromosome X), the aligned sequence, its position on chromosome X, the correlated SNPs in the same region, its correlation factor *r* and its *P*-value.
